Present studies on the development of face perception mechanisms are ambiguous about the question of whether holistic face vision arises early, or in the second decade of life (Crookes & McKone, 2009 ). Measuring the time course of face matching we assess effects of context and inversion as correlates of holistic processing in the microgenesis of face perception within the first 650 ms, and compare among 8-to 10-year-old children and adults. Results for adults indicate dominance of holistic viewing at brief timings, which is gradually replaced by feature selective strategies enabling them to selectively attend either internal or external features, as demanded by instruction. For children, however, effects of context and inversion are absent at brief timings, but gradually increase to strong levels with increasing viewing times. Moreover, we find a pronounced asymmetry in face matching performance with internal and external features. While face matching by attending external features is well developed and robust against variable facial contexts, face matching by attending internal features is generally poor, and strongly affected by interleaved congruent and incongruent contextual information. These results indicate that children and adults differ not only in the kind of featural information they preferentially encode in face perception, but also in the processing time they need to build holistic representations. While these are fast and automatic in adults' face vision, children's face representations are part based at brief timings, but develop to integrated wholes as more temporal resources are made available.
Introduction
Adults with matured face perception abilities view faces by integrating information from across the entire face, including the characteristics of basic facial features and the spatial relations among them (Bartlett & Searcy, 1993; Diamond & Carey, 1986; Rhodes, Brake, & Atkinson, 1993; Rossion & Boremanse, 2008; Searcy & Bartlett, 1996) . The main characteristic of holistic viewing is fast and automatic access to the representation of the whole face, while access to individual parts is possible only with detailed scrutiny (Tanaka & Farah, 1993) . Although the mechanisms of holistic processing are not yet completely understood there are two major findings demonstrating strong integration of face parts and reliance on configural relations, defined as the spatial arrangement of the basic features of an individual face (for a review see, . In the whole-part paradigm subjects are trained to name a series of faces, and they recognize face features better when viewed in the context of a whole face, compared to seeing parts in isolation (Tanaka & Farah, 1993) . The advantage of identifying parts in wholes is not found with non-facial objects, and is specific of faces (Farah, 1996; Farah, Tanaka, & Drain, 1995; Tanaka & Farah, 1993) . In the composite face paradigm it has been demonstrated that recognition and comparison of chimeric faces by attending just upper or lower half is seriously hampered when the unattended face half is incongruent with the target face. Misaligning both halves resolves perceptual fusion, and the observer is able to attend the two face halves independent of each other (Hole, 1994; Richler, Tanaka, Brown, & Gauthier, 2008; Young, Hellawell, & Hay, 1987) .
In both paradigms holistic effects are obtained in upright orientation, but diminish when faces are presented upside down, indicating that holistic encoding of inverted faces is strongly reduced. Generally, differences of faces are hard to detect when they are presented upside down. Even severe distortions, making faces look grotesque in upright orientation, are hardly perceived when they are inverted (Bartlett & Searcy, 1993; Thompson, 1980; Yin, 1969) . The strong vulnerability to inversion is a further property making faces ''special'', since other objects do not suffer from inversion to comparable degrees (Tanaka & Farah, 1993; Yin, 1969) . As an interpretation of the face inversion effect it was suggested that configural information, as an integral part of holistic representations, is seriously disturbed for upside down faces, such that processing is mostly ''featural'' with inverted faces (Bartlett & Searcy, 1993; Farah et al., 1995; Maurer et al., 2002; Leder & Bruce, 2000; Rhodes et al., 1993; Rossion & Gauthier, 2002; Tanaka & Sengco, 1997) . Consequently, turning faces upside down is thought to be accompanied by a switch from holistic to more part based viewing strategies, and the performance difference obtained for both orientations in face perception experiments is thought to reflect the advantage of exploiting holistic effects when viewing faces in their normal upright orientation. Although there are observations of inversion effects for isolated facial features (Rakover & Teucher, 1997) pointing to possible alternative origins, there is agreement that inversion effects generally indicate disruption of the relational description of faces, and are therefore apt to reveal holistic effects, particularly when used in combination with a part-whole or composite face paradigm (see Rossion, 2008 , for a critical discussion).
As a face specific mechanism holistic viewing is thought to reflect adults' expertise gained through viewing experience with upright human faces over more than two decades. Comparable immediate access and high accuracy in judging other visual objects is observed only after extensive perceptual training (Diamond & Carey, 1986; Gauthier & Tarr, 1997) . Although some developmental studies support the expertise hypothesis demonstrating increase of face viewing capabilities with age (Carey & Diamond, 1977; Schwarzer, 2000) , altogether empirical evidence is far from univocal. Developmental studies on face processing have shown that even young infants demonstrate remarkable face recognition abilities and can recognise their mother (Bushnell, 2001; Pascalis, de Schonen, Morton, Deruelle, & Fabre-Grenet, 1995) , discriminate between individual faces (de Haan, Johnson, Maurer, & Perrett, 2001; Turati, Macchi Cassia, Simon, & Leo, 2006) , discriminate among emotional expressions (D'Entremont & Muir, 1997) and respond to facial attractiveness (Rubenstein, Kalakanis, & Langlois, 1999; Slater et al., 1998; Slater, Quinn, Hayes, & Brown, 2000) . Nevertheless, while face specific viewing abilities may be available very early in life, studies of preschool and school-aged children suggest that face processing undergoes rapid and dramatic changes particularly over the first decade of life. The question under debate is whether performance differences reflect different degrees of maturation in the substrate of face perception, or just differences in general cognitive development, but no or minor developmental differences in genuine perceptual mechanisms (for a review see, Crookes & McKone, 2009) .
Experimental studies favoring the hypothesis of face specific development aimed at showing that progress in face processing with age is accompanied by a increase in the capabilities of holistic viewing, which first emerges within the age range between 6 and 10 years, and develops until the adolescence (e.g., Carey, Diamond, & Woods, 1980; Freire & Lee, 2001; Mondloch, Dobson, Parsons, & Mauer, 2004; Mondloch et al., 2002; Mondloch, Geldart, Maurer, & Le Grand, 2003; Schwarzer, 2002) . The ''encoding switch hypothesis'' was firstly proposed by Carey and Diamond (1977) who demonstrated that young children (age of 6) are less impaired by inversion when recognizing ''old'' faces than older children (8-10 years old) and adults. Similarly, in the study by Mondloch and her colleagues a same/different task was used to test the sensitivity of 6-, 8-, and 10-year-old children and adults to changes in secondorder feature relations by varying the position of eyes and mouth in upright and inverted faces . Their results demonstrate an increase in the size of the inversion effect with age, which is larger for older than for younger children, and reaches the highest magnitude in adult subjects. At the same time there were no striking differences in the results obtained for children and adults for detecting featural changes in faces. Based on the data of this and related studies the authors propose that there are early developing skills of feature based face viewing, but slow development of adult expertise in exploiting spatial relations among features (Mondloch et al., , 2003 . Results obtained in a categorization task by Schwarzer (2000 Schwarzer ( , 2002 further corroborated the encoding switch hypothesis by showing that 2-to 5-year-old and 7 year-old children process faces by taking single facial attributes into account, whereas 10-year-old children and adults process faces holistically by adopting a face specific mode of processing.
There are, however, contrary results indicating early presence of holistic processing under certain conditions already in infancy (e.g., Turati, Sangrigoli, Ruel, & de Schonen, 2004; Schwarzer, Zauner, & Jovanovic, 2007) . Studies on preschool and school children provide further evidence supporting early maturity of holistic face processing by using standard experimental paradigms (e.g, composite face effect, inversion effect; whole-part effect) (Carey & Diamond, 1994; Crookes & McKone, 2009; de Heering, Houthuys, & Rossion, 2007; Mondloch, Pathman, Maurer, Le Grand, & de Schonen, 2007; Pellicano & Rhodes, 2003; Tanaka, Kay, Grinnell, Stansfield, & Szechter, 1998) . Carey and Diamond (1994) tested 6-to 10-yearold children and adults in a composite face task, letting them identify personally familiar or experimentally familiarized faces. By taking the performance difference in aligned and misaligned condition as a measure of holistic processing the authors found no differences in the magnitude of holistic effects across age (see also Mondloch et al., 2007, for similar results) . In a recent study the composite effect was compared for faces and frontal images of cars in 3-to 5-year-old children and adults (Macchi Cassia, Picozzi, Kuefner, Bricolo, & Turati, 2009) . Subjects indicated target halves of faces and cars in aligned and misaligned composite probe stimuli. Results showed that a composite effect was present in 3 year-old children for faces, but not for cars, suggesting that face selective holistic processing matures early (see also de Heering et al., 2007) . Better recognition of the facial parts when presented in face context than in isolation (whole-part paradigm) was demonstrated in two studies with preschool children (Pellicano & Rhodes, 2003; Tanaka et al., 1998) . In the whole-part paradigm children learned sets of unfamiliar faces and were then required to recognize target facial features (eyes, mouth, nose) in a forcedchoice task, with features either presented in full face context, or individually. Better recognition of target features in the context of whole upright faces was demonstrated already for children of age 4. Inverted face recognition was similar in whole and part test conditions, verifying the dichotomy of holistic and featural face vision modes, as mediated by orientation (Pellicano & Rhodes, 2003) .
The results of these behavioral studies indicate that holistic mechanisms involved in face processing are thought to be fully developed in early childhood, i.e., within the first 5 years, maybe even earlier. However, this is concluded from experimental tasks where face processing was tested under conditions without substantial speed stress. Earlier studies (Bachmann, 1991; Sergent, 1986) showed that the microgenetic evolvement of the facial percept is most important for understanding mechanisms of holistic vision. According to these early approaches the facial percept evolves through an accumulating process that builds face representations by first extracting a low resolution image, and then progressively refines it with finer details, particularly of internal facial features. At any moment in time the facial representation is thought to stay fully integrated (holistic), but at different resolution levels. Recent studies on the microgenesis of face perception were able to show that, for adults, holistic face representations evolve fast, and are available starting with the first 50 ms of processing (Richler, Mack, Gauthier, & Palmeri, 2009 ). In a subsequent study it could be shown that holistic viewing dominates the early part of the face specific visual response, but it can be replaced by more voluntarily guided modes allowing observers to regulate contextual influences and to attend facial features better focused after the first 200 ms have passed (Meinhardt-Injac, Persike, & Meinhardt, 2010) . Apparently, holistic viewing, as the ''natural'' face vision mode, is fast and automatic in mature adult vision. Further, adult observers seemingly have the capabilities to select task related viewing strategies apt to optimize performance if sufficient temporal resources are available.
The results of Meinhardt-Injac and colleagues were obtained by applying a new paradigm apt to reveal interaction among face parts. In this paradigm composite face stimuli are used, which combine the internal and the external features of a set of highly similar persons. Subjects are advised to match two consecutive faces by attending either their internal or their external features. Doing so, the unattended feature set changes congruently or incongruently with the attended feature set, thus providing either supporting or conflicting facial context information. As in the case of the complete composite face paradigm (Cheung, Richler, Palmeri, & Gauthier, 2008; Richler et al., 2009 ) holistic effects are concluded from the performance difference achieved with congruent and incongruent facial contexts (''context effects''). Using this paradigm Meinhardt-Injac and colleagues were able to show that in adult face vision effects of context and inversion are generally strong for focusing internal features, and much smaller for attending external features. Moreover, both effects take a definite temporal course, being strong for brief exposure durations, but continuously declining with increasing viewing times.
Studying the temporal unfolding of the visual representation with this contextual modulation paradigm offers new aspects for comparing child and adult face vision. Since it uses systematic variation of external and internal features it allows the judgement of feature specific asymmetries, which might indicate different maturation of systems specifically tuned to either feature type (Moscovitch & Moscovitch, 2000; Moscovitch, Winocur, & Behrmann, 1997; Meinhardt-Injac, Meinhardt, & Schwaninger, 2009) . The different roles of internal and external facial features have widely been discussed in studies dedicated to the different processing schemes found for familiar and unfamiliar faces in studies on adults face recognition (Ellis, Shepherd, & Davies, 1979; Young, Hay, McWeeny, Flude, & Ellis, 1985; Jarudi & Sinha, 2003; Frowd, Bruce, McIntyre, & Hancock, 2007; Veres-Injac & Schwaninger, 2009; Veres-Injac & Persike, 2009 ). These studies indicate that internal features are most important for handling familiar faces, while external features are focused during processing of unfamiliar faces. The internal features advantage in recognizing familiar faces takes time to develop. Newborns discrimination of their mother's face from an unfamiliar one strongly relies on seeing the external parts of the face (Pascalis et al., 1995; Bartrip, Morton, & de Schonen, 2001 ). Even children of age 5-6 focus almost entirely on external features in recognizing familiar faces of the classmates, whereas a clear preference for internal features was reported not until age of 9-10 (Campbell & Tuck, 1995) . On the other hand, studies using matching tasks and unfamiliar faces report a preference for external features for children and adults (Newcombe & Lie, 1995; Want, Pascalis, Coleman, & Blades, 2003) . However, in all these studies internal and external features were presented in isolation, without facial context. Therefore, the conclusion about the close relation of familiarity and feature class preference is not proven to hold in the natural facial context, where internal and external features interact, as they do in everyday vision (Cohen & Cashon, 2004; Meinhardt-Injac et al., 2010) .
In the present study we investigate the microgenesis of face perception of 8-to 10-year-old children and adults with the context modulation paradigm of Meinhardt-Injac and colleagues. For studying child vision this paradigm has several advantages. First, it leaves the set of internal features untouched, avoiding disturbing cutting lines through the mid face regions, as it is unavoidable in the composite face paradigm. Hence, the subjects see natural and intact face stimuli in all conditions. Second, measuring performance with either external and internal features in primary focus enables judging whether non-perceptual factors are confounded with the results, since comparing maximum performance in congruent contexts among both age groups indicates in how far child performance is limited by memory, concentration, cognitive control and motivational factors. Third, it allows to assess not only performance asymmetries in processing of internal and external features, but also asymmetries in how strong the outer face parts affect perception of the inner face parts, and vice versa (contextual modulation). Assessment of both types of possible asymmetries offers a rich basis for comparison with mature adult vision.
It is important to note that the children of our study are older than in all previous studies aiming at demonstrating early maturity of face recognition (Mondloch et al., 2007; Crookes & McKone, 2009; Pellicano, Rhodes, & Peters, 2006) . With 8-10 years they are at the age, where maturation determined aspects of face processing are expected to have developed by supporters of the early maturation/general cognitive ability account, and are yet young enough not to be considered as face-experts by researchers supporting the assumption of a gradual face specific development. Hence, with conclusions regarding development of face specific abilities we are confined to the period of 8 years and beyond, but do not cover the ages before.
Methods

Experimental outline
Two experiments with identical stimulus material but different task instructions were executed, requiring face matching by either external or internal facial features.
1 In both experiments a same/different task was used, having subjects compare two subsequently presented faces and decide whether they were the same or different with respect to the type of features to be attended. In each experiment we varied degree of congruency (see below), stimulus orientation, and exposure duration. Both experiments were administered to children and adults. The experimental design therefore comprises 2 (age group) Â 2 (task) Â 2 (context congruency) Â 2 (orientation) Â 6 (exposure duration) = 96 cells. Here, age group and task are grouping (between subjects) factors and context congruency, orientation and exposure duration are repeated measurement (within subjects) factors.
Task
In Task 1 (''match-external'') subjects were instructed to judge two face stimuli as ''same'' when their external features were same, and as ''different'' otherwise. In Task 2 (''match-internal'') they were required to match faces according to their internal features, judging them as ''same'' when they agreed in internal features, and as ''different'' otherwise. Different subjects participated in both experiments.
Context congruency
In each task facial context congruency was realized in two degrees: congruent contexts (CC) and incongruent contexts (IC). Context congruency refers to the relationship of attended and unattended feature set in each of the two tasks. In both experiments the unattended feature set could change congruently (CC), or incongruently (IC) with the attended feature set, thus providing either congruent (CC) or incongruent (IC) contextual information for the attended feature set (see Fig. 1 ). In congruent contexts (CC) the two face stimuli of a trial were either completely identical (same-trial, T1) or completely different (different-trial, T2). In incongruent contexts (IC) the two faces were same in the feature type to be attended, and different in the feature type not to be attended (same-trial), or, vice versa, different in the attended feature type and same in the unattended one (different-trial). Hence, for face matching by internal features (task 2), T3 is an incongruent same-trial and T4 a incongruent different trial. Vice versa, for face matching by external features (task 1), T3 is an incongruent same-trial and T4 a incongruent different trial.
Orientation
Facial stimuli were presented upright, in their natural orientation, or both stimuli of a sequence were inverted (180°rotation).
Duration
Six exposure durations, D = {50, 133, 217, 333, 433, 633} ms, were used in order to span a wide range of presentation times, ranging from brief timings, precluding saccades and serial scan, up to relaxed timings allowing detailed image scrutiny.
Subjects
Forty-eight adult and 48 children subjects participated. Each subject took part in only one of both tasks. The adult subjects were undergraduate students, approximately 20% were male and 80% female. Mean age of the student group was 23.7 (range 20-37). Children were assigned to the tasks in a pseudo-random procedure with the constraint to keep the age structure of the groups equivalent (Task 1 (match-external): 13 female participants, mean age 9.2; Task 2 (match-internal): 12 female participants, mean age 9.1). Children in both children were 8-10 years old.
Stimuli
Photographs of four male face models were used as templates for stimulus construction. These were full-color 3/4 view photographs of the left face side captured in a photo studio under controlled lighting conditions, and using the same background for all photographs. The original images were mirrored to obtain the same faces in rightward 3/4 view, and manipulated with standardized routines in Adobe Photoshop in order to construct sample stimuli with defined combinations of internal and external features. Details of stimulus construction are described elsewhere (Meinhardt-Injac et al., 2010) .
Apparatus
The experiment was executed with Inquisit 2.0 runtime units. Patterns were displayed on NEC Spectra View 2090 TFT displays in 1280 Â 1024 resolution at a refresh rate of 60 Hz. Screen mean luminance L 0 was 75 cd/m 2 at a michelson contrast of ( , measured with a Cambridge Research Systems ColorCAL colorimeter). No gamma correction was used. The room was darkened so that the ambient illumination approximately matched the illumination on the screen to a fair degree. Patterns were viewed binocularly at a distance of 70 cm. Stimulus patterns and masks subtended 300 Â 400 pixels (width Â height), which corresponds to 12 Â 15 cm of the screen, or 9.65°Â 12°measured in degree of visual angle at 70 cm viewing distance. Subjects used a distance marker but no chin rest. They gave responses on an external numeric key-pad, and wore light headphones for acoustical feedback.
Procedure
A Same/Different forced choice task was used. In task 1 subjects were instructed to indicate whether the two faces shown in a trial were same with respect to external features, and in task 2 whether they agreed in internal features. The temporal order of events in a trial sequence was: fixation mark (300 ms) -blank (100 ms) -1st stimulus frame (Duration) -mask (350 ms) -blank (200 ms) -2nd stimulus frame (Duration) -mask (350 ms) -blank frame until response. Masking of the stimulus frames was done with spatial noise patterns with a grain resolution of 3 pixels. One face stimulus was shown in rightward and the other one in leftward view, assigned randomly to 1st and 2nd position. Presentation positions of each of the two face images were shifted by 20 pixels away from the center in random direction in order to preclude focusing the same image parts. Face images were presented in a frame with cropped corners that covered non-facial picture features. Combined with the random position jitter this precluded that parts of the neck could be used as face identity cues. View and absolute position change precluded that pixel matching strategies could be applied. A trial sequence is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Acoustical trial by trial feedback about correctness was provided by a brief tone signal.
Each subject had to go through a randomly ordered measurement list comprising 2 contexts Â 2 orientations Â 6 durations Â 2 trial types (same or different) and 16 replications = 768 trials. This list was subdivided into three blocks of 256 trials, each lasting about 12 min. Children and adults were made familiar with the task. Adults went through 8 min of randomly selected probe trials in order to ensure that the instruction was understood and could be put into practice. Children were carefully prepared for the experiment. First, they were explained the matching task with alternating 3/4 views using face paper print examples. To ensure that children understood face matching with variable contexts the experimentator displayed paper prints of 10 face pairs to the child subject, and asked to name the 5 pairs showing faces with same internal (external) features and the five which showed different internal (external) features. Children were given as much time as they needed for labeling the 10 pairs. If errors occurred, the experimentator adverted to the wrongly assigned pairs and let the child subject do a new round with new 10 pairs, until the Fig. 1 . Illustration of congruent and incongruent contexts in the same/different face matching tasks. In the congruent context condition (CC) the two faces paired in a trial could either be identical (trial type T1), or completely different (trial type T2). In incongruent contexts (IC) the faces were same in internal features but different in external features (T3), or vice versa (T4). Faces were shown in 3/4 view, and, the face images of a trial sequence were leftward and rightward mirrored examples in order to preclude pixel matching strategies. assignments were error free. All children reached error free assignments in the second attempt. First minutes at the computer were spent on simple face matching with variable 3/4 views and longer viewing times (633 ms), which could be done by all subjects with near perfect performance. Afterwards they saw probe trials of the experiment with variables contexts for about 8 min. After the preparation phase the three blocks were administered to each subject at the same day, with intermediate pauses.
Performance measures
Proportion correct rates were calculated from binary response data. In order to have the measure free of a possible response bias, proportion correct was calculated from correct ''Same'' and correct ''Different'' judgements. Since each trial type was realized in 16 replications, each proportion correct rate describing a subjects' performance rests on n = 32 trials. Fig. 3 . Proportion correct as a function of exposure duration for task 1, matching external features (left panels), and task 2, matching of internal features (right panels). Data for adults and children are shown for both context conditions and both orientations. Error bars denote 95% confidence limits of the means, based on the standard error for between subject variation. Data points for upright and inverted presentation are displaced ±5 ms from the true x-axis position for better illustration. Fig. 3 shows proportion correct as a function of exposure duration for both tasks and age groups, and provides a complete data summary. As it becomes evident at first glance, there are major differences among children and adults in overall level and time course of face matching performance. These differences exist in both tasks, but are apparently much larger for matching internal features (task 2) than for matching external features (task 1). Further, differences between children and adults are more pronounced in incongruent contexts than in congruent contexts. Hence, evident by eye inspection of the data, type of facial features and context congruency are the major sources which moderate the differential time courses of face matching performance for children and adults. Revealing differential effects of inversion for both age groups is left to more detailed statistical analysis.
Results
Proportion correct as a function of exposure duration
In order to assess the basic effects of all sources of variation the proportion correct data were fed into an ANOVA routine with age group and task as grouping factors and context, orientation and exposure duration as repeated measurement factors. This analysis revealed highly significant effects for all five main factors. Matching performance is better for adults than for children (F(1, 92) = 111.58, p < .000); for matching of external than of internal features (F(1, 92) = 61.052, p = .000); for congruent than for incongruent face context (F(1, 92) = 177.32, p = .000), for upright than for inverted presented faces (F(1, 92) = 112.77, p = .000), and increases significantly with prolonged exposure duration (F(5, 460) = 219.94, p = .000). In order to reveal how the effects of context and inversion are modulated by the remainder factors of the design further statistical analysis was carried out on difference measures.
The effects of context congruency
In order to closer evaluate the effects of context congruency we formed differences of the proportion correct data obtained for congruent (CC) and incongruent (IC) contexts on the level of individual measurement, and fed the difference data into an ANOVA routine, with task and age group as grouping factors and orientation and exposure duration as repeated measurement factors. Fig. 4 shows the results, again as functions of exposure duration.
2 Judging the mean difference data with respect to the confidence limits of the zero expected value shows that context effects at the level of individual exposure durations are hardly significant for matching external features and inverted presentation, but in almost all remainder conditions, being particularly strong for matching internal features. On the main effects level, the effect of facial context is stronger for matching internal than for matching external features (F(1, 92) = 57,59, p = .000), and for upright than inverted presentation (F(1, 92) = 27.94, p = .000). The main effect of age group is not significant (F(1, 92) = .00069, p = .979), indicating that adults and children do not differ in overall magnitude of the context effect, but in its differential time courses, as illustrated in Fig. 4 . As confirmed by the almost parallel temporal courses of the context effects for upright and inverted presentation (see Fig. 4 ), there are no interactions of age group, task, and age group Â task with orientation. Further exploring the interaction of age and duration (F(5, 460) = 12.43, p = .000) with planned comparisons reveals that the context effect for children is smaller than for adults at brief exposure durations (50-107 ms, F(1, 92) = 16.50, p = .000), no significant differences exist at medium durations (217-333 ms, F(1, 92 = .514, p = .475), and is larger for children than for adults at long exposure durations (433-633 ms, F(1, 92) = 8.53, p = .004), substantiating a crossing interaction scheme of the context effect . Mean differences of congruent (CC) and incongruent (IC) context data, as a function of exposure duration, for children (upper two panels) and adults (lower two panels), and for upright (circles) and inverted (triangles) presentation. The grey shaded area mark the confidence intervals of the zero expected value, calculated from a variance estimate pooled across all durations. A mean difference is significant if it lies beyond this area. Trends describe the principal temporal course for data agglomerated over orientation (crosses), fitted by power functions (solid lines). The outlier marked by a dashed circle is due to a floor effect, corresponding to near chance level performance in both conditions compared (see Fig. 3 , 3rd panels in upper and lower row). Non-significant trends are indicated by a dashed line. We calculated confidence intervals for the zero expected value of the mean differences under the null hypothesis, agglomerated over exposure duration and orientation, but specific for each combination of age group and task (see grey shaded areas in Fig. 4) . The confidence limits, defined as plus/minus the confidence interval size (0 ± CI) allow easy access to the significance of a context effect at each exposure duration by judging whether a data point is beyond the grey shaded area in the panels of Fig. 4 . The values of the CI sizes shown in the figure were CI(children,external) = .043, CI(children, internal) = .067, CI(adults, external) = .036, CI(adults, internal) = .052, which means that context effects are significant for children matching external features if they are larger than 4.3%, for children matching internal features if they are larger than 6.7%, and so forth. Note that ANOVA results for the difference data indicate whether the difference data, i.e. the context effects, are modulated by task, age group, orientation and exposure duration, but not whether context effects themselves are significant, which is already inferred from comparison with the confidence intervals of the difference measure. In particular, context effects can be significant (beyond the corresponding confidence limits), while all ANOVA factors are not, indicating no sufficient modulation of context effects by the possible sources of variation contained in the design.
with exposure duration and age group. The interaction between age and duration is further modulated by task (F(5, 460) = 3.31, p = .005). For matching external features context effects are generally small and present mostly for children at longer exposure durations. In contrast, for matching internal features there are large context effects, which evolve in opposite direction with time in both groups. For children the effects of facial context become stronger with prolonged exposure duration (brief-medium durations, F(1, 92) = 7.08, p = .009); brief-long durations: F(1, 92) = 30.63, p = .000), whereas for adults context effects are strong at brief timings but rapidly decrease with increasing exposure durations (brief-medium durations (F(1, 92) = 9.85, p = .002); brief-long durations (F(1, 92) = 8.49, p = .004), and no differences at medium and long durations (F(1, 92) = .08, p = .773), see Fig. 4 ).
Since the temporal courses of the context effects are practically parallel for upright and inverted presentation for each combination of age group and task, and since the differential effects of children and adults are not found on the level of main effects, but become evident in different temporal courses as moderated by task, we decided to apply trend function analysis on context effect data agglomerated over both orientations (see cross symbols in Fig. 4 ). This method (see Winer, Brown, & Michels, 1991) allows to substantiate differential trends for both age groups in both tasks with statistical tests. 3 We find significant linear rising trends of the context effect for children matching internal features (F(1, 115) = 35.38, p = .000, R 2 = .785), and also for matching external features In Fig. 4 the constant context effects for adults matching external features are described with the corresponding straight line, but the other trends are described by power functions, which have also two parameters, but yield a better data fit. 5 As it becomes obvious in the figure, the trend functions representing the temporal courses of the context effects take opposite courses for adults and children, with a pronounced scissors pattern for matching internal features, and a crossing scheme for matching external features. For adults context effects are constant (external features) or continuously reduced with increasing exposure duration (internal features). For children context effects monotonically increase as exposure duration increases (internal and external features).
The falling trends in the context effects found for adults indicate that adults can exploit increasing temporal resources for gaining control over incongruent contexts and to better use a feature selective focus, concentrating on the features to be attended as required by the task. Starting with a global focus and a strong interaction of face parts at brief timings, adults become more and more able to fade out non relevant feature information and to concentrate just on the task relevant features when more temporal resources are available (see Meinhardt-Injac et al., 2010) . In contrast, a rising influence of context with time in children's face matching performance indicates that their temporal evolvement of face representations is completely different from adults. This is further substantiated by the differential results of the face inversion effects found for both age groups.
The effects of inversion
As with the context effect, the face inversion effect (FIE) was analysed by applying repeated measurement ANOVA to withinsubject difference measures, subtracting the percent correct data for inverted from those obtained for upright presentation. Fig. 5 shows the mean difference data, as a function of exposure duration. On the main effects level FIEs are stronger for matching internal features than for matching external features (F(1, 92) = 13.19, p = .000) and in congruent as compared to incongruent contexts (F(1, 92) = 27.942, p = .000). Although inversion effects tend to be larger for adults than for children, the main effect of age does not reach statistical significance (F(1, 92) = 3.08, p = .082). Again, there are some significant interactions between age group and other variables, as obtained for the effects of facial context. Exploring the significant age Â task interaction (F(1, 92) = 6.04, p = .01) reveals larger inversion effects for adults when matching internal features (F(1, 92) = 2.97, p = .003), and no age group differences for matching external features (F(1, 92) = .50, p = .620). Significant interactions of age and duration (F(5, 460) = 3.03, p = .011) and age group Â duration Â context (F(5, 460) = 3.40, p = .005) motivate further comparisons. Similarly as for the context effect data we compared the strength of the face inversion effects for adults and children at brief, long and short exposure durations. In congruent contexts pairwise comparisons reveal larger FIEs for adults compared to children at brief timings (F(1, 92) = 10.33, p = .001), no differences at medium durations (F(1, 92) = .84, p = .363), and larger FIEs for children than for adults at long durations, marginally failing significance (F(1, 92) = 3.836, p = .053). However, inspection of the FIE time course data shown in Fig. 5 verifies that canonical inversion effects are mediated by different variables in both age groups. For children, we find same inversion effects for matching external and internal features (F(1, 92) = .70, p = .408), but larger inversion effects in congruent compared to incongruent contexts (F(1, 92) = 20.76, p = .000). Fig. 5 illustrates that there are inversion effects for children only in congruent contexts. There, inversion effects have same temporal course and levels for both feature types. 6 For adults, inversion effects also are larger in congruent contexts (F(1, 92) = 8.53, p = .004), and matching internal features is accompanied by much larger inversion effects than matching external features (F(1, 92) = 18.53, p = .000). Fig. 3 shows that there are canonical time courses of inversion effects for both context 3 In trend function analysis, the sum of squares due to the time factor in each subgroup is decomposed into a sum of orthogonal trend components of a k À 1 degree polynomial, with k the number of time samples. The first component is the linear component, the second the quadratic, the third the cubic, and so forth. Each of the orthogonal components can be tested for significance, since, as in planned pairwise comparisons, the sum of squares due to the component is a mere proportion of the effect (time) sum of squares. Of particular importance is the linear component, since, if the absolute value of the slope of the linear fitting function is sufficiently large, then a significant linear trend component signals significant growth, or decay, respectively, with time (see Winer et al., 1991, pp. 198ff.) . This is more than just testing the conditioned time effects in each subgroup for significance, since it allows to substantiate the direction of temporal change with a statistical test. The value of R that the context effect data show significant variation with time, but not systematically increasing or decreasing as a function of exposure duration. 5 In case of our data power functions y = ax b generally lead to better goodness of fit, since there is a tendency of curvature for most data sets. In any case, if a linear trend function is significant, so is a power function which explains a larger proportion of the time variance, R 2 , than the linear function does. 6 In incongruent contexts there are no inversion effects for children matching internal features, but note that this condition suffers from floor effects. There, matching performance with upright faces is near chance level for all viewing times, so performance with inverted faces cannot fall below these levels (see Fig. 3 , lower right panel). However, for matching external features there are reasonable performance levels for matching upright faces, and performance with inverted faces is practically the same. With respect to floor effects note that assessment of inversion effects in incongruent contexts for children is the only comparison that suffers from floor effects in the present study.
conditions and features types, but at very different levels for both feature types. Hence, for children, context congruency is most crucial for effects of inversion, while, for adults, feature type rules presence or absence of the FIE at longer exposure durations. To substantiate differential temporal courses for both age groups we again applied trend function analysis. For children, temporal trends were calculated for data agglomerated over task, and specific for context congruency. This analysis reveals that there is no temporal trend of the FIE for children matching in incongruent contexts in (see triangle symbols in upper panels of Fig. 5 ; F(1, 115) = 1.54, p = .217, R 2 = .177). However, in congruent contexts (see circles in upper panels of Fig. 5 Fig. 5 show that significant inversion effects of about 7% are reached by children for face matching in congruent contexts as a result of continuous growth, and for adults as a result of continuous decline when matching faces by internal features. These differential FIE results for both age groups directly correspond to the results scheme found for the effects of context congruency.
Feature type asymmetries
One of the most crucial results of this study is the striking discrepancy of children and adults in their ability to handle internal features (see right panels of Fig. 3) . Adults' processing of internal features in congruent contexts is fast and efficient, with rapidly rising performance comparable to matching external features. There is no difference in overall matching performance for internal and external features in congruent contexts (F(1, 92) = .10, p = .755), pointing to efficient mechanisms to exploit congruent contexts independent of feature type (see Meinhardt-Injac et al., 2010) . Adults' performance with internal features in incongruent contexts rises gradually, but reaches reasonable performance levels of about 80% which are below the levels reached with external features (F(1, 92) = 22.72, p = .000) in this context condition.
Children, however, reach far better matching performance with external features compared to internal features in congruent contexts (F(1, 92) = 29.79, p = .000). Children's face perception performance with external features in incongruent internal feature context is quite good, quickly reaching a 75% performance immediately after the first 100 ms have passed. Congruent internal feature contexts cause some improvement, about 10% for upright and about 4% for inverted presentation (see Fig. 4 ), indicating that, overall, children are doing well in a face matching task with interleaved congruent and conflicting facial context information when external features are to be attended. Children's robust performance with external features contrasts strongly with their performance reached with internal features. When external feature context is conflicting, children are not able to do the matching task, residing on chance level independent of exposure duration (see Fig. 3 ). With congruent external feature context face matching by focusing internal features is gradually enabled with increasing viewing time, reaching a 75% accuracy level only at the longest exposure duration beyond 600 ms. The large discrepancy in children's face matching performance with either feature type is illustrated in Fig. 6. Fig. 6a shows the difference of mean performance levels with internal and external features in congruent contexts, p(internal, CC) À p(external, CC). The performance difference for both feature types stays around 0 for adults, indicating same performance with both feature types in congruent contexts. For children, however, the difference measure is strongly negative over the whole spectrum of viewing times, with a tendency to recover as exposure duration increases. To test whether performance with external features is better than with internal features even if the former are disturbed by incongruent context while the latter are supported by congruent contexts we subtracted the corresponding mean performance levels shown in the lower left panels of Fig. 3 from the data shown in right upper panels (see Fig. 6 ), p(internal, CC) À p(external, IC). These data reflect that adults perform better with internal features in congruent contexts than with external features in incongruent contexts in upright presentation (F(1, 92) = 5.32, p = .023), and equally well in both conditions with inverted stimuli (F(1, 92) = .034, p = .854). Children, however, still perform worse with internal features even in congruent contexts, as compared to external features in incongruent contexts (upright: Fig. 5 . Mean differences of performance for upright and inverted presentation (face inversion effects) as a function of exposure duration, for children (upper panels) and adults (lower panels). Grey shaded areas mark the confidence intervals of the zero expected value, calculated from variance estimate pooled across all durations. For adults power trend functions indicate the general temporal course, agglomerated over context congruency (crosses and solid lines). The outlier marked by a dashed circle is due to a floor effect, corresponding to chance level performance in both conditions compared (see Fig. 3, lower row, 3rd panel) . Trend functions for children are not illustrated, since a rising trend exists across feature types, and for congruent contexts only.
F(1, 92) = 4.32, p = .040; inverted: F(1, 92) = 17.26, p = .000). In upright presentation there is strong progress with viewing time, letting children reach the same performance levels for long exposure durations beyond 400 ms. For inverted presentation performance with internal features in congruent contexts stays worse over the whole range of viewing times.
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The fact that children perform better with external features than with internal features, even if the former are embedded in conflicting facial contexts and the latter in congruent facial contexts indicates a dominance of external features in children's face processing routines, and points to just rudimentary developmental status of the mechanisms specifically tuned to internal facial features. Moreover, the observation that, with increasing viewing times, children's performance with internal features in congruent facial environments gradually reaches the performance levels obtained with external features in incongruent internal feature contexts indicates that holistic and global influence needs time to develop in children, as already indicated by the time course of the effects of context and inversion.
Discussion
The present study is the first to examine the microgenesis of face processing in children (8-10 years old), and compare to adults. For adults there is recent evidence that holistic face perception arises fast, in the first milliseconds of processing (Meinhardt-Injac et al., 2010; Richler et al., 2009) . While adults show strong effects of context and inversion particularly for brief timings below 200 ms, which decline in the further time course, there is no indication of holistic viewing at brief timings for children. However, effects of context and inversion gradually develop with increasing exposure duration, reaching adult levels at longer viewing times. Further, children show a pronounced performance asymmetry with external and internal features. With internal features there is poor performance and strong contextual sensitivity, while performance with external features is rapidly increasing, reaching good accuracy levels up to 85% despite randomly varying facial context information. Since the good performance achieved with external features indicates that there are no serious limitations immanent to the experimental procedures preventing children from reaching higher performance levels we argue that the opposite time courses of the correlates of holistic viewing, as well as the serious performance asymmetry obtained for external and internal features is counter-indicative of an equal maturation status of children and adults in their face perception capabilities, as suggested recently (Mondloch et al., 2007; Crookes & McKone, 2009; Pellicano et al., 2006) . Instead, our data indicate an unequal maturation status, with larger face perception capabilities and flexible task specific viewing strategies in adult face vision, which appear far better developed than in 8-to 10-year-old children.
The time course of holistic viewing for children and adults
A canonical result of this study is that the effects of context and inversion coincide, with both effects taking equivalent time courses in either age group, confirming the diagnostic value of both indicators for holistic viewing within this experimental paradigm. A major difference between children and adults is that holistic effects are differently moderated. For adults there are strong effects of context and inversion when internal features are attended, while these effects are moderate when external features are the focus (see Figs. 4 and 5) . Hence, for adults, holistic viewing is moderated by feature type. Their pattern of results for the effects of context and inversion along the temporal continuum can be explained by assuming a microgenetic development of the visual representation, with detail resolution level of facial features and the strength of holistic integration depending on temporal progress (Bachmann, 1991; Meinhardt-Injac et al., 2010; Sergent, 1986) . At brief timings there is only a rudimentary face composite at low resolution levels, such as global face outline, shape from color and shading, and 1st order feature information. Later, fine detail level information adds, enabling the observer to compare changes particularly of the inner face parts with its fine 2nd order relations. The theory therefore assumes that face perception proceeds from global to local, and from coarse to fine. As an important implication, there should be an asymmetry in the contextual modulation effects: external features, which dominate the early holistic face representation at rudimentary resolution levels, should strongly modulate perception of internal features, but not vice versa. This is observed in adult face (a) (b) Fig. 6 . Differences of mean performance rates for face matching with internal features and external features in congruent contexts (a) and differences of mean performance rates for face matching with internal features in congruent contexts with external features in incongruent contexts (b), for upright (left) and inverted presentation (right). Data for adults are indicated by open symbols, and for children by filled symbols. Error bars indicate 95% confidence limits of the differences of the means. A difference of means is significant if 0 is beyond its confidence interval. Data points for upright and inverted presentation are displaced ±5 ms from the true x-axis position for better illustration.
vision (see Fig. 4 , see Meinhardt-Injac et al., 2010) . If the early visual representation is holistic but at low featural resolution levels, inversion effects should be strong, but not too specific for the attended feature type. This is also observed (see Fig. 5 ). However, in the experimental paradigm used here, higher matching performance levels can only be reached if the observer is able to exactly follow the feature specific instruction of the task, which means that she/he must be able to focus just the features to be attended, fading out the unattended feature set which biases towards wrong decisions in incongruent contexts. Adults are able to regulate contextual influences when more temporal resources are available, continuously limiting the influence of incongruent contexts up to a unavoidable minimum (see Figs. 3 and 4) . Also inversion effects continuously decrease with increasing viewing times (see Fig. 5 ), indicating a more and more featural scope compliant with instruction. Since external features are poor in configural content, inversion effects vanish as the focus becomes more featural. For internal features, however, they reside at reasonable levels, since the set of internal features has significant configural load, and the context effect data indicate that it is impossible even for adult observers to completely fade out the influence of the outer face environment when comparing inner face parts. The ability to regulate contextual influences with increasing temporal resources shows that control is another important dimension of the microgenetic development, letting adult observers move from holistic and automatic to analytic and more voluntarily guided modes enabling feature selective viewing and context suppression.
In contrast to adults the effects of context and inversion increase with increasing viewing times for children, indicating that the temporal evolution of face perception differs from adults in the sequence of holistical and analytical modes, and in the capabilities to control viewing strategies in order to optimise performance. Interpreting the time course of holistic effects for children it is important to account for the strong performance asymmetry observed for external and internal features. For external features, increasing context effects with time exerted by internal features (see Fig. 4 ), which appear at significant levels when the first 200 ms have passed, reflect that from that time on internal features become effective.
8 Context effects settle at a level of about 10% (see Fig. 4 , left upper panel). The fact that performance with external features and incongruent internal feature contexts does not further rise as exposure duration increases indicates that children don't have strategies available to delimit the influence of conflicting facial contextual features, as do adults. For internal features, rising context effects exerted by external features with increasing exposure duration reflect that comparing faces by their inner parts is enabled in congruent external feature contexts only, being a very gradually developing process. Dominant and quickly evolving representations of external features completely preclude correct comparison of rudimentary developed internal feature representations by exerting strong conflicting influence (see Fig. 3 , right panel). This overall pattern of contexts effects confirms that 8-to 10-year-old children do not have well developed strategies of active viewing like adults. Looking at inversion effects shows that also these arise after the first 200 ms, but, different from adults, only in congruent contexts (see Fig. 5 ), and independent of the features being focused. Apparently, in child vision configural information is part of the late but not of the early face specific visual response. Absence of the effects of context and inversion at brief timings suggest that children do not have holistic face representations available with limited temporal resources. Instead, children apparently refer to part based facial visual representations, which are dominated by external features. Gradually arising holistic effects coincide with emerging internal feature influence, suggesting that, after the first 200 ms, integrated wholes with 1st and 2nd order relations of features are built. However, as the accuracy data suggest (see Fig. 3 ) also these holistic face representations are governed by external feature dominance. Since inversion effects arise only in congruent contexts and internal features begin to exert contextual influence on external features at exposure durations beyond 200 ms, our data are also compatible with the notion that representations consisting of mixtures of external and internal features are compared in congruent contexts, but these must be at least partially integrated, such that they convey a good amount of configural information. In this context it is interesting to note that the inversion effects for children develop to sizes in the same order of magnitude as the saturation values of the inversion effects obtained for adults. However, the latter are a result of applying cognitive control aiming at limiting contextual influences and seeing faces with a more feature based focus. The limited range of holistic effects for children is also a result of the imbalance of external and internal features, since the latter are most relevant for mature holistic face vision.
Feature type asymmetries in children and adults
A striking result of the present study is that children and adults show different feature type asymmetries in overall matching performance and context effects. Within congruent facial contexts adults are able to extract relevant information immediately and effortlessly, which results in high accuracy levels reached independently of the features to be attended. In incongruent contexts, however, adults' performance is lower with internal than with external facial features, and improves much slower with increasing viewing times, but still reaches levels of beyond 80% correct at the longest exposure durations (see Fig. 3 ). More robust performance with external features is plausible in the light of studies demonstrating preference for external features in matching and recognition of unfamiliar faces (Ellis et al., 1979; Frowd et al., 2007; Jarudi & Sinha, 2003) . Indeed, the ''internal features advantage'' is observed only with highly familiar faces, and is assumed to be the result of extensive experience with individual persons leading to sparse representations enabling efficient access (Ellis et al., 1979; Veres-Injac & Persike, 2009; Young et al., 1985) . However, with our contextual modulation paradigm another global aspect comes into play, since exchanging external features while keeping internal features unchanged introduces the impression of personal identity change. This is registered fast, and within the first 165 ms in adult face vision (Sugase, Yamane, Ueno, & Kawano, 1999) . Identity change by external feature change is exactly what Sinha and Poggio (1996) demonstrated with their presidential illusion. Our results add the asymmetry: external features strongly modulate internal features, but just moderate modulation effects are found vice versa (see Fig. 4, lower panel) . This is in line with recent neuroimaging results demonstrating that external features strongly modulate mapping of internal features in fusiform face area (Axelrod & Yovel, 2010 ). Axelrod's and Yovel's findings underline the relevance of external features for holistic viewing, which has widely been ignored in the last decade.
While adults' performance in congruent contexts is independent of feature type there are severe limitations for children in handling internal features. Note that in congruent contexts faces are entirely same or different (see Fig. 1 ), and it is just the focus on the internal feature set that significantly reduces children's performance in task 2 (match internal), compared to task 1 (match external). Since the results in task 1 show that children 8-10 years old can generally handle an experimental situation with congruent and conflicting contextual face information and a feature selective 8 Also the time course of performance for internal features in congruent contexts indicates that internal features are effective after about 200 ms, since then performance levels differ substantially from chance. instruction, the strong performance asymmetry due to a different feature selective focus (see Fig. 3 , upper panels) cannot be attributed to non-perceptual factors. An even stronger asymmetry is observed in incongruent context (see Fig. 3 , lower panels), where children perform well beyond 75% correct with external features for exposure durations of 200 ms and beyond, but at chance level with internal features over the whole spectrum of viewing times. This indicates that external feature representations are robust and accessible, but internal feature representations, built on a rather gradual time course (see Fig. 3, upper right panel) , cannot be accessed individually in situations with global face mismatch.
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Corresponding to these findings, performance asymmetries in favor of external features were found for children in several face recognition and matching tasks. Want and colleagues (Want et al., 2003) report accuracy levels of 79% and 86% for children 9 years old and adults, respectively, in recognizing internal features, and 82% and 87% in matching external features of unfamiliar faces. Newcombe and Lie (1995) report similar results for unfamiliar faces: preschool children's error rate in matching internal features was 41%, indicating performance close to chance level. External features could be matched with reasonable accuracy, at error rates of about 26%. Corresponding to our findings, these data show that children's performance is generally poorer when decisions about face identity are to be based on internal facial features. A similar effect was obtained in a study of Campbell and colleagues (Campbell et al., 1999) where blurred external features strongly impaired recognition of familiar faces based on internal features, resulting in a much later achievement of the internal features superiority than it was obtained with cropped images of familiar faces where external features were removed (Campbell, Walker, & Baron-Cohen, 1995) . Even with isolated internal and external features of highly personally familiar faces (e.g., classmates) Campbell and colleagues demonstrated that the internal features superiority appears first at ages of about 10, whereas younger children distinguish familiar faces more accurately by using external rather than internal features as the relevant clues (Campbell et al., , 1999 .
These results appear at odds with results from studies on infant vision, which generally indicate that children as young as 4 months use both internal and external facial features in face perception. However, there are important differences in methodology which should be addressed. Typically, experimental procedures with infants include habituation to a face, which becomes ''familiar'' and therefore attracts less attention. The latter is inferred from the infants viewing time when the habituated face is presented together with a new faces. In the design used by Cashon (2001, 2004) , and more recently by Rose and colleagues (Rose et al., 2008) internal and external features of the habituated face were combined with corresponding features of unfamiliar faces, resulting in a new composite faces. In the test phase, children's viewing time was measured and compared for the habituated face and for the new composite face. The authors reasoned that infants would look longer at the new composite face only if they integrate internal and external facial features into a holistic representation, at least to some degree. Their findings indicate that holistic integration occurs very early, already in 4-months old, and becomes stable after the first 7 months of life. By using similar procedures Schwarzer and colleagues (Schwarzer et al., 2007) demonstrated integrative processing of eyes and mouth in 10 months old infants, whereas 4 months-old infants seemingly process internal facial features isolated of other internal feature context. 10 These results suggest that processing of facial features is only for a very short interval purely featural, and context independent. Results indicating holistic face perception early in childhood are by no means in conflict with the present findings. We do not claim that 8-to 10-year-old children lack holistic face vision. Instead, we claim that children of that age need about 400 ms to build holistic representations, and that these representations are characterised by dominant external features, and rudimentary developed internal features. Further, children of this age seemingly have no developed capabilities to control conflicting global context information, and to engage in feature selective access. Flexibility and control are dimensions on which children and adults differ most. Adults built holistic representations within the first 200 ms, and then engage in active viewing. They exploit the merits of holistic processing if functional for task success (congruent contexts), but can also delimit contextual influences conflicting with the feature specific instruction (incongruent contexts) when sufficient temporal resources are available. These results underline that studying the microgenesis of face perception offers new dimensions for judging the developmental status of face vision capabilities. The time courses of the effects of context and inversion (see Figs. 4 and 5) reveal that the results for children and adults are maximally different at brief timings, and most similar at relaxed timings, but due to very different underlying perceptual processes. 
Development of face specific visual mechanisms with age
The findings of performance asymmetry for external and internal features with pronounced performance deficits for handling internal features, as well as only gradual temporal evolvement of holistic face representations indicate that face specific visual routines are not well developed. This may be due to maturation of cortical areas specifically tuned to face processing. Indeed, there is ample evidence from developmental ERP and fMRI studies suggesting that functional specialization of the cortical areas involved in face processing undergoes prolonged maturation and fine-tuning well into teenage years (Cohen-Kadosh & Johnson, 2007; Golarai et al., 2007; Golarai, Liberman, Yoon, & Grill-Spector, 2010; Grill-Spector, Golarai, & Gabrieli, 2008; Scherf, Behrmann, Humphreys, & Luna, 2007; Taylor, Batty, & Itier, 2004; Taylor, Edmonds, McCarthy, & Allison, 2001 ). In a series of studies combining fMRI with behavioral data Golarai and colleagues were able to show that development in the Fusiform Face Area (FFA) is manifested as increasing spatial extension of the FFA, correlated with an increase in response amplitude and selectivity for faces. Moreover, face recognition memory is correlated with FFA size for children and adolescents, suggesting that improvement in face recognition tasks across childhood and adolescence is closely related to cortical specialization in the FFA (Golarai et al., 2007 (Golarai et al., , 2010 Grill-Spector et al., 2008) . These findings suggest a specific and prolonged development of face-selective areas in the human visual cortex that may underlie slow development of face recognition proficiency during childhood and adolescence. Moreover fine tuning of face-cells may result in an increase of processing speed (Perrett, Oram, & Ashbridge, 1998) . Since fMRI just allows low temporal resolutions, evidence supporting this hypothesis rather comes from ERP studies. Gradually later peaks of the 9 Note that context effects for matching internal features do not suffer from floor effects, since the performance in congruent contexts is at reasonable levels. Performance stays at chance level in incongruent contexts, so the time course of the context effect reflects that children can handle internal features with increasing viewing times only if external features do not exert conflicting influence. 10 Authors used internal feature templates, and omitted external features. 11 Lack of control is exhibited by children on the continuum of exposure durations realized in the experiment. We cannot exclude that improved handling of incongruent contexts emerges when children have more than a second for image inspection and encoding.
face-specific N170 component were demonstrated for children, as compared to adults (Taylor et al., 2004) . Moreover, increase in processing speed was found to be modulated by task demands for feature selective and holistic viewing, suggesting that mechanisms involved in either mode of face processing may have different maturation trajectories, with the first one being earlier present and better developed than the second one (Taylor et al., 2001 (Taylor et al., , 2004 . Although visual experience during the first few months of life seems to be pivotal for the normal development of the neural architecture which later becomes more and more specialized (Le Grand, Mondloch, Maurer, & Brent, 2001 , it is likely that both genetic and experience-related factors play a role during the development of the human visual cortex (Grill-Spector et al., 2008) . Functional and anatomical specialization of face perception mechanisms in adults is assumed to arise due to frequent practice in individual leveldiscriminations (e.g., ''Mary'' versus ''Jane''), whereas other objects are usually learnt at the basic level of categorization (''chair'' vs. ''table''; Diamond & Carey, 1986; Gauthier & Tarr, 1997; Mondloch, Leis, & Maurer, 2006) . The categorization of objects at the basic level is accomplished with high accuracy even with briefly flashed images of 20 ms duration (Thorpe, Fize, & Marlot, 1996) . Extensive training seems to fail to improve the speed of processing, at least in tasks requiring rapid visual categorization (Fabre- Thorpe, Delorme, Marlot, & Thorpe, 2003) . However, in tasks requiring identification (e.g. identifying a bird as magnolia warbler) expertise with an object category seems to affect early processing stages, leading to faster processing of well-known objects (Tanaka & Curran, 1991; Curby & Gauthier, 2009 ). Thus, expertise in face processing due to frequent exposure to individual faces may add to the different maturation trajectories of the face-and object-tuned cortical areas within the ventral visual system (see Grill-Spector et al., 2008) . Hence, a long history of viewing expertise with individual faces is a further source of the much more flexible usage of holistic and featural facial properties in adult face vision, as compared to children. The strong asymmetry found for internal and external features, which turns into internal features superiority at the beginning teen ages suggests there might be different processing pathways behind. In previous studies it was proposed that the face recognition system is involved predominantly in the processing of internal facial features, whereas external features are processed by more general object recognition systems (Meinhardt-Injac et al., 2009; Moscovitch & Moscovitch, 2000; Moscovitch et al., 1997) . Regarding the development of face and object recognition systems present studies demonstrate adult like functional specificity in children and adolescents for object-related activation in the Lateral Occipital Complex (LOC), but not for face selective regions in the FFA (Golarai et al., 2007; Scherf et al., 2007) . Object-selective activation in children and adolescents is comparable to adults with respect to site, extent, magnitude of activation, and specificity, indicating relative constancy of structures across age (Scherf et al., 2007) . Contrary, the development of face-selective functional organization in the FFA does not become adult-like until early adolescence (Aylward et al., 2005; Gathers, Bhatt, Corbly, Farley, & Joseph, 2004; Passarotti et al., 2003; Scherf et al., 2007) . Extremely rare appearance of prosopagnosia in children, combined with its more difficult separation from visual agnosia (Ariel & Sadeh, 1996) further support the hypothesis that child face vision stronger relies on the object recognition system than adult face vision. The performance asymmetries found for external and internal features with children may therefore reflect differently developed states of maturation of object related and face related cortical visual areas. Direct evidence for this hypothesis, however, remains to be sustained in future research.
